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Irigaray and the Sacrifice of the 
Sacrifice of Woman 

DENNIS KING KEENAN 

One of the problems with a superficial reading of "Belief Itself" and "Women, the 
Sacred, Money" is that Irigaray is too easily understood as merely saying that woman 
is the hidden victim of sacrifice and that one is called to reveal this hidden victim. 
While this is an important aspect of Irigaray's work, a more radical interpretation 
is opened up when it is read alongside the work of Lacan and 2izek. Irigaray's work 
disturbs the traditional discourses on revelation, sacrifice, and woman on one level 
while at the same time reinforcing their most extreme ramifications. 

Irigaray states that "most of our societies have been built on sacrifice" (FSA 
89/WSM 75). Numerous instances of social space existing only through immola- 
tion are offered by the work of Girard, notably Violence and the Sacred (1972) 
and Things Hidden Since the Foundation of the World (1978). However, Irigaray 
points out, Girard writes very little about how his work is relevant to women. 
In "Belief Itself" and "Women, the Sacred, Money"-both from Sexes and 
Genealogies (1987)-Irigaray is concerned with, among other things, inquir- 
ing into how sacrifice is relevant to women. In "Women, the Sacred, Money," 
Irigaray writes: "It would seem to me to be more appropriate to inquire whether, 
under the sacrificed victim, another victim is often hidden" (FSA 90/WSM 76, 
emphasis added). Several questions will guide her inquiry into this issue: Who 
is the other victim hidden under the sacrificed victim? What would it mean to 
reveal this other victim hidden under the sacrificed victim? One of the problems 
with a superficial reading of these essays is that Irigaray is too easily understood 
as merely saying that woman is the hidden victim of sacrifice and that one is 
called to reveal this hidden victim, acknowledge the violence associated with 
sacrificial rites perpetuated against women (and men), and promote other rites 
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(associated with women) that promote a nonsacrificial way of communing 
with the divine. While all of these points play an important role in Irigaray's 
inquiry into how sacrifice is relevant to women, I will argue that a more radical 
reading of "Belief Itself" and "Women, the Sacred, Money" is necessary. This 
more radical reading-which provides the condition of the possibility (and, 
paradoxically, the condition of the impossibility) of those points-is opened 
up, I would argue, when one reads "Belief Itself" and "Women, the Sacred, 
Money" alongside the work of Lacan and Zizek. What is called for is attending 
to the atemporal temporality of the moment of the sacrifice of the sacrifice that 
inevitably gets concealed by sacrificial societies. 

In "Belief Itself" and "Women, the Sacred, Money," Irigaray considers 
(among other things) the symbolic economy of Christianity. In particular she 
is concerned with the sacrifice of the Eucharist. Within this particular symbolic 
economy-which is characterized by God the Father and (within Catholicism) 
"Father" (that is, the priest)-woman is perceived as mother. "In effect, the 
women in attendance [at the sacrifice of the Eucharist] must be mothers, moth- 
ers of sons, whereas the other, the woman lover, is kept away from the scene" (CM 
58/BI 46). Not only is woman perceived only in this (limiting) role as mother, 
but also her natural fertility is sacrificed by the socially constructed fertility 
of the sacrificial culture of the Father. The sacrificial economy of the Father 
sacrifices the mother. This sacrifice of the natural fertility of woman leads to 
an economic superstructure that has no respect for the infrastructure of natural 
fertility. This is what prompts Irigaray to consider the specific symbolic economy 
of Christianity from the perspective of (the socially constructed fertility of) the 
Father and (the natural fertility of) the mother. And yet, it is a too-easy reading 
of not only the perception (within the symbolic economy of Christianity) of 
woman as mother, but also the very perception of woman (whether mother or 
not), that the sacrifice of sacrifice will call into question. 

THE REVELATION OF THE HIDDEN VICTIM OF SACRIFICE 

AS A NEW SACRIFICE 

Irigaray's inquiry into the hidden victim of sacrifice in "Women, the Sacred, 
Money" begins with a consideration of the reduction of Christianity to the 
sacrificial element. Drawing on her Marine Lover of Friedrich Nietzsche (1980), 
which in turn draws on the work of Nietzsche, Irigaray argues that the cruci- 
fixion is an accidental rather than an essential aspect of Christianity. Though 
the cross is accepted by Jesus (in faithfulness to his incarnation), it forms no 

part of his gospel that the flesh has been redeemed. It signals, on the contrary, 
the way that certain powers refused that gospel. The Eucharist, which is 
often understood as either a repetition of the sacrifice of Jesus or as a memorial 
(anamnesis) of the singular sacrifice of Jesus, is understood by Irigaray to mean: 
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"I am going to be immolated, I give you something other than my flesh to share 
together-fruits of the earth that I have blessed and sanctified-before the 
sacrifice occurs, so that my body returns to life and is not dead when you con- 
sume it in my absence" (FSA 92/WSM 78; see CM 39n3/BI 26n3). According 
to this interpretation, one would err in understanding the Eucharist as either 
a repetition of or a memorial of the sacrifice of Jesus, rather than as inaugurat- 
ing a new way of sharing with the divine. The fact that women are excluded 
from the priesthood that performs this eucharistic sacrifice prompts Irigaray to 
ask: "Therefore, could it not be argued that the hidden sacrifice is in fact this 
extradition, this ban on women's participation in religious practice, and their 
consequent exile from the ultimate sources of social decision making?" (FSA 
92/WSM 78). One could conclude that Irigaray's inquiry into the other victim 
hidden under the sacrificed victim that builds social space reveals woman as the 
hidden victim and sacrifice as the manner of hiding. Under eucharistic sacrifice 
is hidden another sacrifice: the sacrifice of woman. This, in turn, prompts Iriga- 
ray to ask: "Could it be that the sacrifice of natural fertility is the original sacrifice?" 
(FSA 95/WSM 80, emphasis in original). Anticipating Nancy Jay's argument 
in Throughout Your Generations Forever: Sacrifice, Religion, and Paternity (1992) 
that sacrifice is a remedy for having been born of woman, Irigaray seems to be 
contrasting the natural fertility of woman with the socially constructed fertility 
of a male sacrificial culture, "a system of values that prizes sacrifice above all" 
(FSA 99/WSM 85; see EMN 244-53). This sacrifice of the natural fertility of 
woman leads to an economic superstructure that has no respect for the infra- 
structure of natural fertility. The currency of this economic superstructure is 
an "unsecured" currency insofar as sacrificial cultures perpetuate the uncon- 
sidered destruction of the only guarantees of exchange value: the products of 
the natural fertility of the earth and their possible reproduction (FSA 95/WSM 
80-81). "Under the sacrifice of animal or human is hidden the sacrifice of the 
plant and the disappearance of the goddesses of natural fertility" (FSA 95/ 
WSM 81). Recall that, according to Irigaray's interpretation of the Eucharist, 
it is not animals but fruits of the earth (bread and wine) that are blessed and 
sanctified by Jesus, and it is the gift of these blessed and sanctified fruits of the 
natural fertility of the earth that inaugurates a new way of sharing with the 
divine. 

Another aspect of this hidden sacrifice of woman is the lack of recognition 
that the infrastructure of natural fertility functions for free. "No social body 
can be constituted, developed, or renewed without female labor [travail]" (FSA 
100/WSM 86), that is, without the labor of work and the labor of giving birth. 
This failure to recognize (this hiding of) the sacrifice of woman establishes the 
sacrificial rite or rhythm, which "overlays the natural rhythms with a different 
and cumulative temporality that dispenses and prevents us from attending to 
the moment" (FSA 91/WSM 77). 
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What is called for? To reveal the hidden sacrifice of woman. "To reveal that 
murder has been committed means not killing but rather putting an end to the 
hidden crime, aggression, and sacrifice" (FSA 101-102/WSM 87). This revela- 
tion would involve the acknowledgment of a crime. To acknowledge to someone 
that one is a criminal is a way to make one conscious of the self and to allow the 
other to be. This changes the economy of consciousness insofar as the master, 
or masters, are doubled into two sexes (at least). "What is sacrificed," Irigaray 
writes, "is henceforward the all-powerfulness of both one and the other" (FSA 
102/WSM 87). There is here (paradoxically) a doubling of the masters of the 
economy of consciousness. 

This revelation of the hidden sacrifice of woman (and, more specifically, 
the hidden sacrifice of natural fertility) may seem relatively straightforward, 
but Irigaray is, I would argue, inviting the reader to radically rethink his or her 
understanding of these all too easily understood words: revelation, sacrifice, and 
woman. I would argue that read alongside the logic of Lacanian psychoanalysis 
(and Ziiek's reading of the work of Lacan), one can see that Irigaray returns 
these words to the reader in a way that opens up a different understanding of 
each of them. One could say that Irigaray disturbs the traditional discourses on 
revelation, sacrifice, and woman on one level while at the same time reinforcing 
their most extreme ramifications. 

The revelation of the hidden sacrifice of woman calls (paradoxically) for a 
sacrifice. "What is sacrificed," Irigaray writes, "is henceforward the all-power- 
fulness of both one and the other" (FSA 102/WSM 87). The revelation of the 
hidden sacrifice of woman would, therefore, ultimately involve a new sacrifice. 

This new sacrifice opens things up whereas the old immolation 
habitually led to the creation of a closed world through periodic 
exclusion [that is, through periodic hiding of the sacrifice of 
woman]. This new sacrifice, if sacrifice it be rather than a dis- 

cipline, means that the individual or the social body gives up 
narcissistic self-sufficiency. (FSA 102/WSM 87) 

This new sacrifice is a recognition that rather than being closed off, we are 
always already open to the other. This new sacrifice "means recognizing that we 
are still and have always been open to the world and to the other because we are living, 
sensible beings, subject to the rhythms of time and of a universe whose properties are 
in part our own, different according to whether we are men or women" (FSA 102/ 
WSM 87, emphasis in original). Is this new sacrifice the sacrifice of the revealed 
sacrifice of man that hides the sacrifice of woman? That is, is this new sacrifice 
the sacrifice of sacrifice? This seems to be an acknowledgment of the impos- 
sibility of merely stepping beyond sacrifice. It seems to be an acknowledgment 
of the step/not beyond sacrifice. What would this sacrifice of sacrifice give one 
to think about revelation, sacrifice, and woman? 
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THE RISK OF BELIEF 

In "Belief Itself," Irigaray addresses not only what this sacrifice of sacrifice 
gives one to think about revelation, sacrifice, and woman, but also the fine 
risks associated with this sacrifice of sacrifice. In the essay, Irigaray relates a 
woman's message that came her way by way of the postal service: "At the point 
in the mass when they, the (spiritual) father and son, are reciting together the 
ritual words of the consecration, saying, 'This is my body, this is my blood,' 
I bleed" (CM 38/BI 25-26). Irigaray adds that the (spiritual) father and the 
son (the priest who performs the eucharistic sacrifice) celebrate the Eucharist 
together in her absence. They then distribute the consecrated bread and wine 
to the congregation to complete the communion service. The woman makes 
the connection between the ritual words of the consecration and her bleeding 
only after the fact. Though the woman is not alien to that aspect of the divine 
that finds an impoverished form in the celebration of this eucharistic sacrifice, 
she does not accept the men's current forms of belief. But, she adds (elliptically) 
that she loves the son. 

ZItEK AND SAFE BELIEF 

Belief is safe, Irigaray argues, when "a sacrifice of a different body and flesh is 
made," different, that is, from the body and flesh of Jesus sacrificed in the Eucha- 
rist. Belief is safe when it stands in for confidence and loyalty, when it succeeds 
in making the other the other of the same, rather than giving up narcissistic 
self-sufficiency and being open to the other. Belief is safe when it makes one 
"forget the real" (CM 38/BI 26). 

The Real, for Lacan, is the maternal Thing (das Ding), the incestuous Object 
of enjoyment (jouissance). According to what Zizek calls the predominant 
reading of Lacanian psychoanalytic theory, the emergence of the subject into 
the symbolic order involves the primordial sacrifice of the maternal Thing. 
Lacan, drawing upon Hegel, writes: "The symbol manifests itself first of all as 
the murder of the thing" (E 319/ES 104). The separation from the mother and 
the perception of lack (manque) is at once the constitution of the subject as 
want(ing)-to-be (manque a etre) and the irruption of desire (of the incestuous 
Thing embodied initially in the mother). The subject finds its identity in a 
place where "it" is not, that is, in the symbolic Other. The subject emerges as 
alienated in/by the symbolic order; the subject, according to Lacan, is barred 
by language, alienated in/by the symbolic order, castrated (= alienated): hence 
Lacan's use of the matheme $ ("S" for subject, "/" for barred). The subject "is" 
as subordination to the Father's prohibition against the incestuous desire of the 
mother and the identification with the Father's name (the Law, the symbolic 
order). With this subordination to the authority of the No/Name of the Father 
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(Lacan plays on the homophony of le "non" du pere and le nom du pere), the 
subject gives ground relative to his or her desire and thus contracts a guilt con- 
stitutive of the subject, for as Lacan writes in The Ethics of Psychoanalysis (1986; 
lectures delivered 1959-1960), "The only thing of which one can be guilty is of 
having given ground relative to one's desire" (EdP 368/EoP 319). One lives this 
alienation by striving (impossibly) to live up to an ideal (God, for example). One 
lives this alienation by sacrificing for a cause (such as appeasing God and/or 
achieving salvation) in which one believes. This cause in which one believes 
gives "meaning" to the Law (the symbolic order) at the same time as it is the 
primordial sacrifice of the mother. 

Zizek writes that belief involves being led along by the Law (without 
acknowledging its non-sensical character). One believes there is a "meaning" 
to the Law. One believes that it makes sense. The dead, senseless letter of the 
Law (that is, the symbolic network, the unconscious) leads one unconsciously. 
In the following passage from Pensees, Ziiek argues that Pascal produces the 
very Lacanian definition of the unconscious: "For we must make no mistake 
about ourselves: we are as much automaton as mind.... Proofs only convince 
the mind; habit provides the strongest proofs and those that are most believed. 
It inclines the automaton, which leads the mind unconsciously along with it" 
(Pf 1219/Pe 274, emphasis added). Belief is being led along unconsciously; that 
is, it is being caught in the symbolic network. It is the lack of acknowledgment 
of its non-sensical, traumatic character. 

For the Law to function "normally," [the] traumatic fact that "custom is the 
whole of equity for the sole reason that it is accepted [which is 'the mystic basis of 
its authority'; Pf 1150/Pe 46; see Derrida's "Force of Law: The 'Mystical Founda- 
tion of Authority"']'-the dependence of the Law on its process of enunciation 
or, to use a concept developed by Laclau and Mouffe, its radically contingent 
character-must be repressed into the unconscious, through the ideological, 
imaginary experience of the "meaning" of the Law, of its foundation in Justice, 
Truth (or, in a more modern way, functionality). (SOI 37-38) 

For Law to function "normally," its non-sensical, traumatic character must 
be repressed. To be more precise, one must (in the words of Irigaray) "forget the 
real." The mother, the incestuous object of enjoyment, must be sacrificed. Safe 
belief is predicated on the sacrifice of the mother. Recall that Irigaray argues 
that belief in the sacrifice of the Eucharist is safe when it is accompanied by 
another sacrifice. Yet, Irigaray adds, this other sacrifice must be repressed. "No 
one must ever see that, by means of the male twosome [the spiritual father and 
the priest son], it is she who is being offered in partial oblation, she who manages 
the communion between them and among the other men and women pres- 
ent" (CM 39/BI 26, emphasis added). Belief is safe only if the one in whom 
the community communes is hidden or subject to concealment. Safe belief 
serves to hide the sacrifice of woman, which sustains our cultural economy as 
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a sacrificial economy (that is, an economy in which one lives alienation in/by 
the symbolic order by sacrificing for a cause in which one believes). Once this 
is revealed, according to Irigaray, there is no need to believe, at least insofar 
as belief is usually understood: safe, standing for confidence and loyalty, for 
forgetting the real, and appropriating the other by making the other the other 
of the same (CM 38-39/BI 26). 

DERRIDA, FREUD, LACAN, AND THE WORK OF MOURNING 

Irigaray relates that she associated or joined (initially, without any interpreta- 
tion) this woman's message that came her way by way of the postal service with 
Derrida's reading in The Post Card: From Socrates to Freud and Beyond (1980) 
of the fort-da game of little Ernst as recorded in Freud's Beyond the Pleasure 
Principle (1920). The fort-da game is a game about gaining some sort of mastery 
over loss; specifically, it seeks to master rather than mourn the loss of the mother. 
As such, this mastery is integral to safe belief, insofar as it serves to merely hide 
the mother. Safe belief displaces the work of mourning. 

Ernst, a good little boy greatly attached to his mother, had a wooden spool 
with a piece of string tied around it. He would very skillfully throw it onto a 
veiled bed so that it disappeared. Its disappearance was accompanied by a loud, 
long-drawn-out "o-o-o-o" accompanied by an expression of interest and satis- 
faction, which (according to Freud) represented the German word fort (gone, 
far-away). The reappearance of the wooden spool from "out of the bed" (effected 
by pulling on the string) was accompanied by a joyful da (there). This was the 
complete game: disappearance and return. Freud interprets the fort-da game as 
"related to the child's great cultural achievement-the instinctual renuncia- 
tion (that is, the renunciation of instinctual satisfaction) which he had made 
in allowing his mother to go away without protesting" (JL 13/BPP 15). Freud 
argues that the child's efforts may be put down to "an instinct for mastery." 
Freud then connects this instinct for mastery associated with the fort-da game 
with the way Ernst handles his mother's death: "Now that she was really 'gone' 
('o-o-o'), the little boy showed no signs of grief" (JL 14nl/BPP 16nl). It was as 
if the work of mourning his mother was displaced by the mastery associated 
with the fort-da game. The fort-da game seeks to master rather than mourn the 
loss of the mother. The fort-da game, by means of which Ernst believes that he 
can master her appearance-disappearance, will, according to Irigaray, under- 
mine his language of beliefs. Once he believes he can master her appearance- 
disappearance, he is, according to Irigaray, most slave to his (safe) belief in his 
power and in the presence of his mother even when she is absent (CM 44/BI 
31). Safe belief displaces the work of mourning. 

Derrida brings to the reader's attention what Freud does not: the veil (with 
all of its sexual connotations). He refers to it as "the hymen of the fort:da" 
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(CP 337/PC 316). But Derrida does not pursue this line of inquiry, merely 
remarking that he has "neither the time nor the taste for this task, which can 
be accomplished by itself or done without" (CP 330/PC 309). Irigaray, however, 
follows through on the task. The veil lies at the margin of a "loss" more primor- 
dial than either the temporary absence of the mother or permanent absence of 
the mother through death. It lies at the margin of the mother('s body). Recall 
that according to what Zizek calls the predominant reading of Lacanian psycho- 
analytic theory, the emergence into the symbolic order involves the primordial 
sacrifice (or renunciation) of the maternal Thing. According to iziek, however, 
this is a misreading of Lacanian psychoanalytic theory. Recall that one lives 
alienation in/by the symbolic order by sacrificing for a cause (such as appeasing 
God and/or achieving salvation) in which one believes. This cause gives "mean- 
ing" to the Law (the symbolic order) at the same time as it is the primordial 
sacrifice of the mother. In this scene-from the perspective of the economy of 
the No/Name of the Father, the Law-both God and woman are fantasized as 
substantial alien Entities not immediately present in their givenness; they are, 
rather, "given" as lost. What distinguishes the two in this (patriarchal) fantasy 
is that the sacrifice for God is at the same time the sacrifice of woman. What is 
called for is the sacrifice of this sacrifice, which is a "going through the fantasy" 
(of God and woman, both understood as substantial alien Entities). 

"Going through the fantasy," which is equivalent to the act of "subjective 
destitution," exculpates one from the guilt that constitutes the subject. Exculpat- 
ing oneself from constitutive guilt involves, therefore, not sacrifice for a cause 
(which is a sacrifice within the symbolic order, governed by the economy of the 
No/Name of the Father, the Law), but the sacrifice of this sacrifice. This sacrifice 
of sacrifice, this repetition of sacrifice, involves not alienation in/by, but rather 

separation from, the symbolic order. 
"Going through the fantasy," according to Zizek, produces (that is, is the 

effectuation of the being of and the revelation of) the "true meaning" or essence 
of something. According to 2izek, the "true meaning" or essence of some- 

thing-such as God the Father or woman (understood as "one of the names 
of the father"; IR 156-57)-is produced "after the fact" through a structurally 
necessary delay. One achieves the "true meaning" of something when one 

experiences this delay as the "essence" of the essence, the immanent interrup- 
tion of the essence. One achieves the "true meaning" of something when one 

recognizes that what initially appears as an impediment to one's access to Truth is 
a condition of one's access to Truth (SOI 214). It is achieved with the vertiginous 
experience that Truth coincides with the path toward Truth (FTK 100). It is 
achieved with the vertiginous experience that the Truth is not given in advance 
and then appears, but is rather produced in the advance toward Truth (FTK 
171). The Truth is produced through the structurally necessary misrecognition of 
Truth, that is, through the structurally necessary illusion characteristic of what 
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in psychoanalytic theory is called transference (the supposition of Truth behind 
the appearance) or sujet suppose savoir ("the subject supposed to know") (SOI 57, 
FTK 171). "The Truth arises from misrecognition" (Lacan; SOI 57). Recall that 
the substantial alien Entity (be it God or woman) is not immediately present in 
its givenness; it is, rather, "given" as lost. This deceives one into thinking that in 
the process of knowledge, one will discover some substantial-immediate other- 
ness (some alien Entity) that was once immediately present. But, according to 
Zizek, the crucial insight occurs when one experiences that the substantial alien 
Entity only comes to be through being left behind; that is, its emergence coincides 
with its loss (FTK 167). The substantial alien Entity emerges, it comes to be 
what it is (that is, its "essence" is "discovered"), only through being left behind, 
insofar as it is experienced that the loss of the givenness of the alien Entity "is" 
the "alien Entity"; that is, all the alien Entity "is" is loss. Or, said otherwise, 
the return to the immediacy creates what it returns to (IR 52), insofar as it is 
experienced that what is returned to is not some kind of substantial external 
kernel given in advance (albeit as lost) and excluded from knowledge, but rather 
the experience that the loss of the givenness of the alien Entity "is" the "alien 
Entity"-that is, all the alien Entity "is" is loss. Therefore, "one's own work" of 
knowledge is experienced ("after the fact," after the working of knowledge) as 
creating what is returned to. One experiences that there is no substantial alien 
Entity excluded from knowledge. All the mother('s body) "is" is loss. 

The fort-da game seeks to master rather than mourn this primordial "loss" 
of the mother('s body). It masters the primordial "loss" of the mother('s body) 
by conceiving it as a substantial alien Entity excluded from knowledge, but 
potentially available. What would it mean to mourn the primordial "loss" of the 
mother('s body)? Since the work of Freud (and Abraham and Torok), the normal 
work of mourning is described as an interiorization of the other, an attempt to 
keep the other in me, in memory. But mourning is an unfaithful fidelity in that, 
according to Derrida's "Mnemosyne" from Memoires for Paul de Man (1986), 
mourning is where "success fails" and "failure succeeds" (Mf 54/Me 35). What 
does this mean? Faithful interiorization is unfaithful in that it effaces the radi- 
cal otherness of the other, that is, it masters the other by making the other the 
other of the same. Unfaithful interiorization is faithful in that it respects the 
radical otherness of the other. This is what Derrida calls "ex-appropriation," that 
is, appropriation caught in a double bind (P 321). In mourning one is "obliged 
to harbor something that is greater and other" than oneself (Mf 54/Me 34). 
In Aporias: Dying-Awaiting (One Another at) the "Limits of Truth" (1994), 
Derrida argues that the self of Jemeinigkeit, like mourning, is structured by the 
irreducible ambiguity of the "death of the other" being both inside and outside 
"me" (AM 336/AD 76). "IfJemeinigkeit, that of Dasein or that of the ego (in the 
common sense, the psychoanalytic sense, or Levinas's sense) is constituted in 
its ipseity in terms of an originary mourning, then this self-relation welcomes 
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or supposes the other within its being-itself as different from itself. And recipro- 
cally: the relation to the other (in itself outside myself, outside myself in myself) 
will never be distinguishable from a bereaved apprehension" (AM 331/AD 61). 
Here one sees an ex-appropriation not unlike Lacan's description of objet petit 
a. A sublime object (objet petit a) is an ordinary everyday object "elevated to the 
level of das Ding" (SOI 194). For Lacan, objet petit a is that strange object that 
is radically interior and at the same time radically exterior. It is that strange 
object that is "in me more than me" (SOI 76-79, 95). It is in me as that which 
breaks me up (compare with Levinas's reading of the idea of the infinite in "God 
and Philosophy"). What would it mean to mourn the primordial "loss" of the 
mother('s body)? I would argue that it would mean the new sacrifice referred to 
by Irigaray in "Women, the Sacred, Money." It would mean the sacrifice of the 
revealed sacrifice of man that hides (and, therefore, masters) the sacrifice of 
woman. This sacrifice of sacrifice would be the (momentary) ex-appropriation 
of woman('s body) as objet petit a. 

THE HIDDEN VICTIM OF SACRIFICE: WOMAN('S BODY) 

Ernst's mother is, according to Irigaray, mastered or appropriated rather than 
mourned. With respect to the fort-da game, Irigaray asks: "Does she [Ernst's 
mother] stay the same once she has been thrown away, put at a distance, pulled 
back, brought near, in this way (CM 49/BI 37)? Irigaray answers, "No." On her 
return, Ernst has appropriated her to his, or their-the men's-own language. 
On her return, she is mastered rather than mourned. Ernst only has to call her 
back and she will be re-present(ed) to him. Like safe belief that displaces the 
work of mourning (and to which Ernst is enslaved), the fort-da game is merely 
an appropriation of the other by making the other the other of the same. "This 
protects him from disappearing into her. This return annihilates that other 
return that might swallow him up, take him back into that first dwelling place 
inside her" (CM 49/BI 37). Like safe belief, the fort-da game protects him from 
the (patriarchal) fantasy of the mother('s body) understood as a substantial 
alien Entity. What is this "other return" that might appropriate him? What is 
this "other return" that is annihilated by the fort-da game? What is this "other 
return" that is sacrificed by safe belief? This "other return" is, I would argue, a 

"going through the fantasy," which is equivalent to the act of "subjective desti- 
tution." This "other return" is the sacrifice of sacrifice, which produces (that is, 
is the effectuation of the being of and the revelation of) the "true meaning" of 
the mother('s body). This return creates what it returns to (IR 52), insofar as it 
is experienced that what is returned to is not some kind of substantial external 
kernel given in advance (albeit as lost) and excluded from knowledge, but rather 
the experience that the loss of the givenness of the mother('s body) "is" the 
mother('s body), that is, all the mother('s body) "is" is loss. The mother('s body) 
is nothing that can be presented in language. 
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Thus the body that gives life never enters into language. Ernst, 
the son, believes perhaps that, in his first language game, he 
holds his mother. She has no place there. She subsists before 
language as the woman who gives her flesh and her blood, and 
beyond language as she who is stripped of a matrix/womb, a veil, 
an enclosure or a clearing in which she might live according 
to the horizon of her games, symbolizations, representations. 
She remains the elemental substrate of life, existing before all 
forms, all limit, all skin, and of heaven, visible beyond-horizon. 
(CM 58/BI 46, emphasis added) 

Both the fort-da game and safe belief sacrifice the mother('s body) that is the 
substrate of life, that is, sacrifice the mother('s body) understood as "loss," as 
what cannot be presented in language. It is important to point out that this 
"body" that is the substrate of life is not the essence of woman (though it is 
perceived that way from the perspective of the economy of the No/Name of 
the Father, the Law). As existing before and beyond language, before all forms, 
before all limit, before all skin, it "is" only as return, only as approach. Follow- 
ing Zizek's reading, the mother('s body) is not a substantial alien Entity that is 
the essence of woman. It "is," rather, nothing but loss. 

At this point in the essay, Irigaray explicitly joins the message of the woman 
who (absent from the celebration of the Eucharist) bleeds during the ritual 
words of the consecration with the fort-da game of little Ernst. She begins the 
passage by writing: "Both of them bleeding, the one openly, the other secretly" 
(CM 58/BI 46). Both of them-both the son (which includes both Jesus and 
Ernst) and the woman-bleeding, the one (man) openly, the other (woman) 
secretly. The sacrifice of woman('s body) is hidden. 

Both of them bleeding, the one openly, the other secretly, but he 
and she remain bound to their functions as son and mother. Yet 
he puts her at a distance, seeking the society of the father [which 
includes both God the Father and Ernst's father]. Together he 
and the father organize the world, bless the fruits of the earth, 
identify them with their body and blood, and in this way effect 
the communion between the units of the people that have been 
neutered, at least apparently. (CM 58/BI 46) 

This eucharistic celebration (reduced to the sacrificial element by identifying 
the fruits of the earth with the male body and blood) effects a communion 
between units of people that have been neutered insofar as the singularity of 
woman is hidden. The sacrifice of woman('s body) is hidden. 

No one must see that it is they, the wives and mothers, who 
are being offered up in communion here, who effect the com- 
munion, that, like the earth and its fruits, it is the body and the 
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blood especially of virgin women that are being sacrificed to that 
intermale society. The duty to bear children, to be silent, to be in 
attendance but off on the side-all this wounds the flesh and the 
spirit of women, and there is no representation of that sacrifice. 
In fact, it is doubled in the duty women have to believe and to 
be practicing believers. Dogmas and rites appear as substitutions 
and veils that hide the fact that women's carnal and spiritual 
virginity is being sacrificed and traded. The sons are separated 
from their mothers and from the women who love them out of 
duty to their Fathers. (CM 58-59/BI 46-47) 

The lack of representation of the sacrifice of woman('s body) is doubled: not 
only is the sacrifice of woman('s body) hidden, but insofar as woman has a duty 
to believe, she participates in the hiding of that hidden sacrifice. 

Both the fort-da game and safe belief sacrifice the woman('s body) that is 
the substrate of life. The revelation of this body calls for the sacrifice of this 
sacrifice. The sacrifice of sacrifice produces (that is, is the effectuation of the 
being of and the revelation of) woman('s body). But the necessary sacrifice of 
sacrifice that reveals the woman(s body) returns all of these words-sacrifice, 
revelation, and woman-to the reader in a way that opens up a different under- 
standing of each of them. As argued earlier, one could say that Irigaray disturbs 
the traditional discourses on revelation, sacrifice, and woman on one level 
while at the same time reinforcing their most extreme ramifications. Referring 
to woman('s body)-the elemental substrate of life that is the suspension of all 

meaning-from which the son separated and from whose return he protects 
himself by safe belief, Irigaray writes: 

This suspension of all meaning unveils the commerce that 
underlies meaning, and risks going back to a time when separa- 
tion had not yet occurred, when there was as yet no attempt to 
rate this as more valuable than that. In this opacity, this night of 
the world, they discover the trace of vanished gods [see CM 61/BI 
49], at the very point when they have given up their safety. Light 
shines on them once they have agreed that nothing shall ensure 
their protection, not even that age-old citadel of man-being 
[tre]-not even that guarantor of the meaning or nonmeaning 
of the world-God. 

These prophets know that if anything divine is still to come 
our way it will be won by abandoning all control, all language, 
and all sense already produced, it is through risk, only risk, lead- 
ing no one knows where, announcing who knows what future, 
secretly commemorating who knows what past. No project here. 
Only this refusal to refuse what has been perceived, whatever 
distress or wretchedness may come of it. (CM 64-65/BI 52-53) 
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How does the necessary sacrifice of sacrifice that produces woman('s body) return 
the words sacrifice, revelation, and woman to the reader in a way that interrupts 
a traditional understanding of these all too easily understood words? 

Sacrifice traditionally has been interpreted in economic terms. It has primar- 
ily been understood as a passage through suffering and/or death that effects the 
revelation of truth. One gets a return on one's investment of suffering and/or 
death. It is a project with an expected result. Recall that one lives alienation 
in/by the symbolic order by sacrificing for a cause, which gives "meaning" to the 
Law (the symbolic order) at the same time as it is the primordial sacrifice of the 
mother. In this scene (from the perspective of the economy of the No/Name of 
the Father, the Law), both God and woman are fantasized as substantial alien 
Entities. What distinguishes the two in this (patriarchal) fantasy is that the 
sacrifice for God is at the same time the sacrifice of woman. What is called for 
is the sacrifice of this sacrifice. There is, as Irigaray writes, "no project here" 
because this new sacrifice-the sacrifice mentioned by Irigaray in "Women, the 
Sacred, Money," which I argue is the sacrifice of sacrifice-is both necessary 
and useless. With this new sacrifice, the truth is eternally postponed (there 
is "no project here" with an expected result) in a necessary sacrificial gesture 
(necessary, in that the sacrifice of woman is to be sacrificed) that can only sac- 
rifice itself, thereby rendering itself useless. With this new sacrifice, the truth 
is nothing but "still to come" (CM 65/BI 53). In fact, one could argue that for 
any sacrifice to genuinely be a sacrifice it has to be an economical. It has to 
sacrifice an economical understanding of itself. It has to be beyond calculation 
and expectation of a result, lest it be construed as self-serving. 

Revelation traditionally has been interpreted in visual or epistemological 
terms. To reveal is to open up a view or to make something known: "I see what 
you mean." To reveal is to make something present, either to the body's eye 
or the mind's eye. Though in the scene of primordial sacrifice, both God and 
woman are fantasized as substantial alien Entities not immediately present, 
(patriarchal) fantasy expects the possibility of revelation. It supposes that God 
and woman exist (though hidden), waiting to be revealed. But the sacrifice of 
sacrifice is, as Irigaray writes, no traditional revelation. It is the "night of the 
world" that is the "suspension of all meaning." The sacrifice of sacrifice is a 
"going through the fantasy" (of God and woman, both understood as substantial 
alien Entities). This "night of the world" is also not unlike the separation from 
(rather than alienation in/by) the symbolic order. Irigaray writes that at the very 
moment of the suspension of all meaning-in this "night of the world"-one 
discovers "the trace of vanished gods." This proximity of the "night of the 
world" and the death of the divine is likewise established by Zizek with respect 
to the death of God described in Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit (1807/1977). 
Describing the separation from the symbolic order, Zizek writes: 
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The "death of God" involves the loss of the consistent "terres- 
trial" reality itself.... The "death of God" is more akin to what 
the great texts of mysticism usually designate as the "night of the 
world": the dissolution of (symbolically constituted) reality. 

In Lacanian terms, we are dealing with the suspension of the 
big Other, which guarantees the subject's access to reality: in 
the experience of the death of God, we stumble upon the fact 
that 'the big Other doesn't exist [1'Autre n'existe pas]' (Lacan). 
(ME 42) 

This "night of the world" (or sacrifice of sacrifice) is a "going through the fan- 
tasy" (of God and woman). What is revealed is not the unambiguous appearance 
of something. What is revealed is not something that unambiguously appears, 
but rather what infinitely approaches (or withdraws from) revelation and merely 
leaves a trace of itself in an irreducible ambiguity. With this new sacrifice the 
revelation of truth is nothing but "still to come." 

Woman traditionally has been interpreted in essentialist terms. But one 
must be careful not to hypostatize woman as she is given to be understood by 
Irigaray. Recall that from the perspective of the economy of the No/Name of 
the Father, woman is fantasized as a substantial alien Entity not immediately 
present in her givenness; she is, rather, "given" as lost. But the sacrifice of 
sacrifice returns the word to the reader in a way that interrupts the traditional 
understanding of woman governed by the economy of the No/Name of the 
Father. Woman is not a substantial alien Entity that first exists and then reveals 
itself. Woman is nothing other than the exceeding of limits. This obviously 
echoes Lacan's controversial formula, "Woman does not exist [la femme n'existe 

pas]." Zizek points out that "it is not that 'Woman doesn't exist' because, on 
account of patriarchal 'repression', she is not allowed to express herself freely and 
constitute her full symbolic identity, but, rather, the other way around-patri- 
archal symbolic authority emerges in order to 'gentrify' the scandal of'Woman 
doesn't exist', to constrain the feminine subject to a determinate place in the 

symbolic structure" (IR 165). With emergence into symbolic order, the sacrifice 
of sacrifice-which produces (that is, is the effectuation of the being of and 
the revelation of) woman('s body)-is gentrified into the sacrifice of woman('s 
body) understood as a substantial alien Entity of (patriarchal) fantasy. With 

regard to Lacan's "formulas ofsexuation" in general, Zizek writes that "in Lacan, 
'masculine' or'feminine' is not a predicate providing positive information about 
the subject-that is, designating some of its phenomenal properties; rather, it 
is a case of what Kant conceives of as a purely negative determination which 

merely designates, registers, a certain limit-more precisely: a specific modality 
of how the subject failed in his or her bid for identity which would constitute 
him or her as an object within phenomenal reality" (ME 159). Following Zizek's 
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reading, the mother('s body) is not a substantial alien Entity that is the essence 
of woman. It "is," rather, nothing but loss. 

THE NEW SACRIFICE AND THE RISK OF BELIEF 

This point in the essay "Belief Itself"-this night of the world that is a risk 
leading no one knows where, announcing who knows what future, secretly 
commemorating who knows what past-is, I would argue, instructive for under- 
standing what Irigaray referred to as the new sacrifice in "Women, the Sacred, 
Money." Recall that Irigaray states that this new sacrifice is a recognition that 
rather than being closed off, we are always already open to the other. This new 
sacrifice is, I would argue, the sacrifice of sacrifice. This new sacrifice is the 
sacrifice of the revealed sacrifice of man that hides the sacrifice of woman. The 
sacrifice of the sacrifice of woman reveals woman('s body) not as a substantial 
alien Entity-that is, not as a substantial alien Entity sacrificed/gentrified with 
the emergence of the patriarchal symbolic authority-but as the elemental sub- 
strate of life that never enters into language. What is revealed is woman('s body) 
as nothing but "still to come" (CM 65/BI 53). This new sacrifice involves risks. 
This risk is "belief itself" rather than the safe belief that succeeds in making the 
other the other of the same. The revealed sacrifice of man hides (and, therefore, 
masters) the sacrifice of woman. Safe belief displaces the work of mourning. 
Rather than a mastering of the primordial "loss" of woman('s body), belief itself 
is a mourning of the primordial "loss" of woman('s body). What would it mean 
to mourn the primordial "loss" of woman('s body)? It would mean the sacrifice 
of the revealed sacrifice of man that hides (and, therefore, masters) the sacrifice 
of woman. This sacrifice of sacrifice would be the (momentary) ex-appropria- 
tion of woman('s body) as objet petit a: "in me more than me." Belief itself is 
the "true meaning" or essence of belief that undermines the language of safe 
belief. There is no project here because this new sacrifice, which I argue is 
the sacrifice of sacrifice, is both necessary and useless. With this new sacrifice 
the truth is "still to come" (CM 65/BI 53). This new sacrifice, this sacrifice of 
sacrifice, "this refusal to refuse what has been perceived, whatever distress or 
wretchedness may come of it" (CM 65/BI 53), is the unworking of the work of 
sacrifice. 

One is called, I would argue, not to relegate the category of 'sacrifice' to the 
status of a contemporary anachronism, but to use the resources of this idea to 
interrupt the economics, epistemology, and sexism characteristic of the tradi- 
tional interpretation of sacrifice, and momentarily open it to other possibilities. 
What is called for is not retrieving what the tradition merely overlooked, such as 
an idyllic presacrificial time. What is called for is "going through" the tradition 
to retrieve what the tradition could only have overlooked, and which even now 
only reveals itself in an irreducibly ambiguous way. 
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"Going through" the tradition will involve understanding the liturgy of the 
sacrifice of the Eucharist according to both senses of the genitive: the (eco- 
nomical) sacrifice that is a constitutive element of the liturgy of the Eucharist, 
and the sacrifice of this (economical) sacrifice, which interrupts sacrifice in 
the very "doing" of the action. This "new" sacrifice, this sacrifice of sacrifice 
(which is an interruption of the "work" of sacrifice) is an interruption of the 

(patriarchal) fantasy of God and woman, both understood as substantial alien 
Entities. "Going through" the tradition is "going through the fantasy." "Going 
through" the tradition-which is an interruption of the "work" of the sacrifice 
of the Eucharist-also reveals the necessary possibility that the Roman Rite 
is "impossible," that is, that it is not the sole appropriate form of liturgy. If it is 
structured by the "logic" of the sacrifice of sacrifice, then it necessarily has to be 

open to the possibility of its being called into question, of its being sacrificed. 
This will disturb this sacrifice on one level while at the same time reinforcing 
its most extreme ramifications. 
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